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Zelda majora s mask characters

This is a list of characters found in Mallora's mask. The main character links main article: Link after defeating Gannondorf at the end of the ocarina of time, the link was sent back seven years by Princess Zelda to recreate the time he lost when he was sealed in the sacred realm. Sent back before he ever touched the master sword, he
spent time with the young Zelda, getting close to her [1][2], when he decided to set out to find a beloved and valuable friend, she told him to give him an ocarina of time and remember the song of time, asking for the help of the Goddess of Time [3]. Crawling in Evona, he was ambushed in the woods by two fairies named Tattle and Taeil,
and stolen from the ocarina of his horse and time by a mysterious mimp, the Skeleton Kid, with a strange mask. After the imp, he finds himself transformed into a decu scrub by the imp, using the power of the mask he is wearing to come down a hole in the terminus. With Tatl's slightly reluctant help, the link finds its own way to the clock
village and finds that it remains very close to the moon and falls in 3 days. At midnight on the third night, Link learns that the skeleton child is behind the inevitable fall of the moon. He can return to Ocarina and move back in time three days ago. With the help of a Happy Mask salesman, he finds himself in a quest to prevent the moon from
falling into terminus before time is running out, which he can revert to his Hylian form. Main article: Deku Link This is the form of force the skull child on the link after the latter follows him to Termina. The link, believed to be based on the spirit of Deku Butler's son, is trapped in this form for the first three days of the Terminus. After
recovering from The Ocarina of Time, he travels back in time and learns a song of healing by a happy mask salesman. This puts the spirit on the decu mask that he can remove converting back, or worn back as a decu link. As a decu, the link is vulnerable to fire and cannot swim. He can jump over the surface of the water, but only for a
limited time (5 times). I can paint it using deku flowers. Once he is burrowed into them, he can start himself and fly for a while. He can also drop the deku nut to the suspicious enemy below. And finally, he can use his magic by shooting bubbles that can damage enemies and burst objects. Ocarina of time turns into a pipe of awakening
when held by his decu form. Main article: The Goron Link consists of the spirit of the great Goron warriors, Darmani, the strong form of the Goron Link physically link. The link is the first to reach the snowhead, climb the cliffs leading to Darmani's tomb, and then change it. After Damani soothes his regrets about the healing song, his
essence becomes a high-nosed mask. When wearing a goron mask, the link is impermeable to lava, but it can drown. Because of his circumference. He can roll the ball and take advantage of the magic to destroy obstacles and take out spikes that can damage the enemy. He can use his power to punch enemies or carry powder barrels.
Another attack that uses his force is the Goron Pound, which is very useful when hitting a curing switch. The link's ocarina takes the form of a drum when it is in this transformation. Main article: Zora Link created in the spirit of Zora guitarist, Michau, this is another form that links can change during the game when he wears a Zora mask.
He finds Michau injured in the waters of the Great Bay, brings him to shore, and receives this mask after discovering that he is soothed by a healing song. This effectively forms their essence in the Zora mask. In this form, the link is vulnerable to fire and ice, but the water is greatly increased. He can take advantage of Zora's natural
abilities to breathe underwater and walk the ground under water to attack. He can use his fins to attack enemies with a mix of punches and kicks and can be used as a boomerang-like weapon. You can create an electric force field that can magically attack and defend against enemies. Main article: Happy Mask Salesman Termine, Link,
first meets the salesman at the watch tower and asks Deku Link to tell him how the skeleton kid took the mask and asked him to come back. He also says that if the link can get his Ocarina back, he can teach him a song that will turn him back into his normal form. He claims to have three days to stay in the watch town, so he needs a link
to retrieve it before that. The link searched for their ocarina during the last night, but failed to get a mask. The mask salesman teaches him a healing song, but after learning the link, he gets very angry and begins to shake the link wildly. Then he revealed the story of the mask – talking about its true power, how the lack of ancient people
who used it sealed it, then how he went to great lengths to get that legendary mask he was obsessed with. Stolen, he warns of the importance of terminus or survival. Main article: According to The Marora's Mask Happy Mask Salesman, Mayora's mask was once used as a tool by tribes in the sixty-six ceremony. A tribe that believes that
masks could one day cause a fatal event has been sealed forever with shadows to prevent someone from using it for evil purposes. The Happy Mask Salesman remained in the shadows until he was found, and it was his possession until the skeleton child attacked him and stole his mask. After being taken to him, the mask began to
capture the skull child's heart and led him to do something terrible. After the link called four giants to block the moon, it was revealed that Mallorya's mask used the Skeleton Child as a puppet for his own purposes. It tempts the link to go inside the moon to fight. After the mask The Happy Mask Salesman now recovers the possessions of
powerless objects and disappears with them. Main article: Skull Eye prank scuffs to ambush the link at the beginning of the game. The skeleton child became friends with the Four Giants until he left to protect Termina while he slept. He was angry at their departure and started playing pranks on people. He was also once a member of the
bomber and was kicked out of the game. Later, to some extent, he met Tattlee and Tae, seeking refuge from the storm. They soon became friends. He then came into contact with a Happy Mask Salesman and attacked him and stole Mayora's mask. After catching the mask, the skeleton child was possessed by the force of the mask and
ultimately began to play his prank to the next level, slowly down to the moon. Text: Tattle Tatle is a friend of The Skeleton Child and the sister of Taeil. She was converted to a link, Deku, and then separated from the two in an attempt to follow them. After she went to watch town and helped her search for her ocarina, she found herself
helping to link to his new quest to save Thermita. Unlike butterflies in ocarina of time, Tatle has an attitude. She also worries a lot about her brother and when she's away from him at the beginning of the game. When she sees Taeil talking about how to prevent her from being born, she sees how to stop him, realizes the seriousness of the
situation, and knows that she has to stop him. Article: Anjushin is a stockport innkeeper who apologizes constantly and cares as a terrible cook. The inn was a restaurant, but after the death of His father, Tortus, he started renting a room and became an inn. She lives in an inn with her mother and grandmother. Her best friends are Cremia
from a Romanian ranch, her fiance is Cafe, the son of Mayor Dotur and Madame Aroma. They were scheduled to get married on carnival day of time, but Cafei disappeared a month before the game began. The main side quests of the game include reuniting the café and snacks. If the link is successful, they will exchange their wedding
masks and become a married couple on the third night, with Link and Tatl as their witness. Anju and Cafei give Link a couple mask, a combined mask, and say they will wait for breakfast together. After the link completes this side quest, save thermita, and Anju and Caffe i celebrate the wedding during the credit period. Note: Grandma
Anju,Grandma's grandmother, Tortus's mother, lives in the bedroom just below the room of her granddaughter and daughter-in-law, and fakes the old age so that she doesn't have to eat the food she makes, as shown in her diary. Even in the absence of snacks, Tortus's link seems to be mistaken. She loves to read stories and will read
them in the links. This story is so long that the link makes you fall asleep in the middle. Link can only hear her story on the first and second day - on the third day, she will not allow it by telling her that she is late and will tell him tomorrow. Grandma gives links to two heart pieces for each story, one for each story, as a reward that persists
throughout both stories. Complete her section from the bomber's laptop and you will be done. Main article: The Secret Society of Bomber Justice is a group of children who are fully known as the Bomber Secret Society of Justice, bombers are committed to making people happy. To access the Astral Observatory, the link must tell you the
route to keep the bomber's password. He can be obtained by hiding with five bombers, including his current leader, Jim. After returning to his Hylian form, Link can get the bomber's laptop back by playing hide-and-seek or ending the path to be faced by Jim to give the code. There are 20 spaces for these 20 different people or groups who
are happily assigned to the link. This includes the bomber itself, which automatically fills the section when the link gets the journal, and contains a password if you need to remember it. As a child, Cafei was a member of the bomber gang. The skeleton child was also a member before he was kicked out because of the prank he was pulling.
Main article: Cremia eldest son of two Romanian ranch sisters, Cremia became the owner of a Romanian ranch after the death of her father. She works to care for the ranch and romanian cattle that make the ranch's trademark chateau Romania. She finds it difficult to do this because of the disturbance of brother Gorman and her skeleton
child. She is the main guardian of her sister Romania, and has recently worried about her due to her obsession with them. She thinks Romania is lying, doesn't realize they exist, and if she doesn't stop, she'll take romania. She is also a good friend of the stockport inn's inn keeper, and she has secretly expressed her feelings about her
fiancée Cafe. This makes it difficult to come to town with the knowledge that her pair will soon get married. She has developed a friendship with Aju, allowing her and her family to seek refuge on the ranch in the coming fall. Nevertheless, she knows that there is no way to avoid the moon crash, and that none of them will live to see the
morning. Main article: Gorman Gorman is the leader of the Gorman Troupe, a traveling circus for performers who will be performing at the Carnival of Time. The two criminal Gorman brothers living on the Gorman Track are each of his age and brother, and he feels that he is the second son of the family's contempt. Gorman's troupe was
scheduled to perform with Indigo Gowa at the carnival, but the entire set was cancelled when lead singer Lulu lost his voice. Instead of talking to the extremes Gorman spends his time drowning grief at the latte milk bar. With the help of Indigo's manager, Toto, he can interrupt the ballball of the windfish on stage and remind him why
Gorman went into the show business. Resurrected, he gives the circus leader's mask to the link and apologizes for his disrespect. During the final credits, indigo-goofy can be seen playing in the Goman Troupe and Milk Bar. Gorman can be seen watching from behind the counter. Main Story: The Elder and Brother of The Gorman
Brothers, the Gorman Brothers, owns and operates the Gorman Track, and unlike his brother, it is malicious, dishonest, and criminal. They plan to acquire the milk business in every way they can, including stealing and spreading lies about more Romanian ranches down the milk road. On the second night, if the link opened the way to the
Romanian ranch and helped The Romaniandefeat them, he would have to defend the Cremia and milk bottled goods of the Gorman Brothers so that she could reach the clock town. He can also challenge the Gorman brothers in horse racing. If he wins them twice in a row, they will reluctantly give him a mask of horizontality, a mandatory
entry to enter Icana Canyon. If Link speaks with Brother Gorman wearing the mask of Gorman's circus leader, they have sentimental sentiments through the middle brother and beg him to take off the mask, and we are the infamous Gorman brothers! We can't get all the sappy through these things! Main article: Grog grog is a quiet type,
and the only thing he really cares about is his cuccos. He can be found inside the Kuco shack of a Romanian ranch. His only regret for the impending destruction of Termina is that he can't see his latest batch of cuco chicks growing up as cocks. The link can help the chicks of the grog reach maturity by using the Bremen mask and ocarina
of time. Together, the link accelerates the growth of the chicks, allowing them to turn into roosters in minutes. Grog sees a small, grown-up kuco chick and feels perfect, and rewards his links to the rabbit hood with his help. The only item that enters Grog's bomber's laptop is a rabbit hood. This notebook describes Grosand as a Kuko
enthusiast. Main article: Expert-Expert-Guru is a member of the Gorman Troupe, a band of performers set to perform at the Carnival of Time. Practice your instruments from Stockport Inn to dusk every night during the day. After nightfall, you can find it in the laundry pool southwest of the clock town. He tells Link a rather long and personal
story about the animal troupe he belongs to, where the dog was the leader. Due to jealousy, experts-experts stole the mask. Thanks to his conscience, expert-experts rewarded the Bremen mask main article and link: The café was a member of the bomber when he was a child, Andy is the son of the mayor Dotour. Madame Aroma, and
engaged in snacks, innkeepers at Stockpot When he changed him as a skeleton child, the eventof the game disappeared a month ago; Then, when watches to seek help from the great fairy in the village, Sakon stole his wedding mask, the sun mask from him. The double-strike hid in the back room of the Curiosity store, and rumors
circulated that he had gone to Gronai Ranch with Cremia. When Link pulls Out Cafei's mask from Madame Aroma, Cafe's mother links to Linkwork to investigate her son's disappearance. When The Link finds him, Cafe explains that she can't see her snacks without keeping her promise to greet her with a wedding mask. But he pulls out
his mask and still plans to marry her during the carnival of time. He then asks Him to tell him to wait for him to return, and gives him a pendant of remembrance as proof that they have met. When Cafei finally sees Sakon trying to sell the stolen goods to the Kurosi shop, he follows the thief back to his hideout in Ikana Canyon. With the
security system enabled, Kafei and Link must work together to repair the mask before it falls into a hole. After returning with a mask, Cafei returns to the village where he waits for the snacks to return. With only a few minutes left until the moon fell, the two finally met again and exchanged vows. Afterwards, Anju and Cafei give Link a
couple mask, which is a combined mask, and eventually wait for breakfast together, and the wedding of The Snack and Café I can be seen from his point of view. At his height, he seems to have returned to his true self. Main Article: Camaro Kamaro is a ghost who was once a talented dancer. He can be seen dancing mysteriously in the
moonlight from midnight to 6 am on one of the mushroom-shaped rocks of northern Termina Field. He speaks completely in the verse, but follows the translation after all the secret lines of his conversation. When he passed away, he was filled with regret because he wanted to teach him well to dance. After Link plays a healing song to
Kamaro, he asks Link to make his dance public, and then he awards him a mask of Camaro and moves forward. Camaro's entry on the bomber's laptop describes him as charismatic, lovers of moonlight. Healing the spirit of the Camaro is the only activity needed to complete the section of the laptop. The link will later be able to perform
camaro's dance for Sister Rosa, after which she decides to perform at the Carnival of Time to help camaro spread as she wants. Main article: Madame Aroma Madame Aroma is the wife of The Mayor of Totur and the mother of Cafei. Married to the town's politics, she is the head of the carnival of time and the owner of The Clock Town.
She is too busy organizing a carnival to find her son, who has disappeared from mysterious circumstances. The loss of her son has taken a toll on her work, and she is struggling to stop the stress of her missing son. Madame Aroma first asked for a link Due to misunderstandings. When the link speaks to Aroma after 10am on the first and
second day, she will ask the private investigator who hired the link to make a mistake and find the café. To help with this, she gives others a mask of links to the café to help ask for the whereabouts of the café. If the link follows the quest chain completely, Cafei will write a final letter to her mother and leave it with the curious shopkeeper.
The link will talk to the latter from 12 to 6 on the last day to get the letter and see it being delivered. He finds madame aromas waiting for the apocalypse in the latte milk bar last night. If the link gives her a letter, she will give her a link to the fate of her son and give the link a full bottle of Chateau Romania. Alternatively, the link can be
delivered to the postman last night. In this case, when the postman delivers the letter, Madame Aroma will release the postman from his duties, and he will give The Link a hat before fleeing. Article: Curious shop man the owner of the most shady shop in town, the only concern of curious shops is that the man who runs the shop is making
money. His shop, Curiosity, is located in West Clock Town and is open until 6am, open after 10pm. The way he does business is to buy stolen goods and sell them at higher prices. He gets this item in a variety of places, including Sacon, Smiling Thief, or His Evil Bird. He's never a fair person, but he can help link in many ways. However,
he has one personal friend who will take care of whatever he does. The man is The Mayor of Totur and the missing son of Aroma Madame Cafe. The curious shopkeeper is entangled in an event involving a snack and a café quest chain, and he is a great friend of Cafei. He hides the café in the back room of the store and the entrance is
hidden behind the laundry pool. Here, Caffe writes to The Snack, revealing her identity in the back room. After Cafei reveals himself, he will head to Ikana. From 12pm to 6pm on the last day, the link will return to the curious shop's back room and find what the shopkeeper is waiting for. The curious shopkeeper acts as the messenger of
the café, and provides a letter from the café's mother and a Keaton mask to help reunite the couple. Or, if the link saves your grandmother from a bomb shop, the only event that can disrupt the quest chain, you can get another mask from the curious shopkeeper. Last night, after 12, overnight masks will be sold until the end. The price is
steep at 500 rupees and is not accessible to anyone without a giant's purse. He is the kind of garbage bag overall, but the curious shopkeeper has his role to play as well as the mask he offers on the links. Main article: The fateful town leader, Dotour, and Totour Market spend most of the whole. One turn makes one decision. The mayor of
Totur is forced to decide whether to withdraw the clock town or continue preparing for the festival. He can be found in his office in the town hall of East Clocktown. Inside his office, the debate over whether to evacuate heats up. On one side of the table, Muto, the chief carpenter, insists that the festival should go as scheduled. On the other
side, Vicen and his soldiers urge the mayor to evacuate. If the link does not intervene, Dotour will continue to be under pressure to schedule with the carnival. He is under pressure from the decision when Muto threatens to speak to the mayor's wife, Aroma Madame. However, before the last evening, when the link enters the office wearing
the couple's mask, the mayor's stress will be relieved and the evacuation decision is the choice left to each individual. He rewards links to pieces of mind for alleviating his woes. In addition to his profession, Mayor Totur has a strong presence in Watch Town. He is the father of Cafei and the husband of Madame Aroma. In addition to the
urgent issue of falling, Mayor Totur should also be concerned about his son's disappearance. If the link tells him to wear a mask of a café after the controversy has been resolved, he will tell the link to try the curious shop. In addition to her family connections, Anju's grandmother will talk about Dotour as if she were once a teacher. The
mayor of Totur enters the bomber's handbook, and the only event he has is a piece of mind obtained while wearing the couple's mask. Grandma in bomb shop main article: Granny from bomb shop is an unnamed character who helps her son, bomb shop owner and bomb shop run from west clock town to grandma bomb shop. She is
described as a soft and elderly woman standing like any other elderly character in the game who is at a similar height to the link. She is also one of 20 characters who entered the bomber's laptop. However, at 12am on the first day, you can only see them outside the bomb shop. She is also regarded as a firm believer in Thermina's
defender four Giants. On the first day at midnight, she is assaulted in her large bag of explosives stolen by North Clocktown and Sakon. If the link knocks with a knife from Sakon's hand, he's far away from Frans, and grandma can retrieve her bag. Thanks to this, she will give a link explosion mask, and a large bomb bag will be available in
the bomb shop. If the link allows Sakon to escape, she is terribly disappointed and lonely and begins to walk back to the bomb shop. In this case, the link is not compensated and the large bomb bag cannot be used within the cycle. If a link explodes the bag with a projectile and kills Sakon, a similar result occurs. Snack/Cafe Reunion
Questcan only be completed on cycles where links do not intervene to help grandmothers. Article: Postman The postman is a hard-working postman in Watch Town who lives and works at a post office in West Clock town when he doesn't collect or deliver his watch. He is committed to his work to the point of obsession, and strictly follows
his schedule. On the first afternoon (and the second day if certain conditions are met), The Link can play a mini-game with him at the post office, the post office can play a mini-game with him at the post office, and the post office challenges him to count exactly 10 seconds. If the link fails, you can try again with two rupees per attempt, and
if the postman succeeds, you can give a piece of heart. The postman plays a major role in reuniting the café and snacks by delivering messages to each other. On the first day he can be seen delivering a letter that Cafe i posted that morning in stockport inn. When he receives the parcel, he asks the scribe to tell him where to refuse to
answer. On the second day, when The Link sends a letter to the café he gave him, the postman delivers the letter to the café in the laundry pool. The postman wants refuge with other villagers leaving the clock village, but forcing him to follow his schedule prevents him from doing so without permission. He can only get this permission



from the form he will accept if he takes an express mail for Madame Aroma to him on the night of the last day than the link passes him. First of all, looking at the mail seal ignores other compulsionand goes from the latte milk bar to Madame Aroma. When he gets there, he gives her a letter, and she frees him from the schedule by telling
him to leave and seek refuge. Thanks to the links that helped him, he happily escapes the town, giving him a postman's hat. In the end, he shows his quest line back to the watch town when it's finished. Main article: Romania is a young man of two Romanian ranch sisters, a child who does not realize that Romania will soon fall into
Termini. Named after the ranch where she was born, Romania tends to refer to herself as a third person and is very brave at an age. She trains herself with a bow to keep them, the ghosts that appear every year before the carnival of time, so they won't steal them from cows; Sister Cremia does not believe her. If the link is trained with
her, she will teach him the song of Eforna, so you can call back the horse at any time. The link should help her defend the ghosts, she is safe from them. If he does or fails, she will also be kidnapped. In this case, she will reappear with trauma and amnesia on the last day. She wants to be seen as an adult in the eyes of Cremia and, if
certain conditions are met, this wish will be fulfilled; Her sister gives her a chateau Romania and makes a mask the night before the moon falls, allowing her to become an adult. She doesn't fully understand her reasoning because she doesn't understand what's going to happen. If everything goes well, she can see. Eventually, once again,
she earned credit, and Cremia cheered her on. Main article: Sister Rosa is a twin dancer, part of the Gorman troupe and set to perform during the Carnival of Time. Judo is the name of her sister in a red dress, and Marilla is the name blue. They want to dance, dance, dance, dance most of the time, and they want to add more. During the
first and second nights, they may find that they practice what they have managed so far and they don't want to bother. On day three, when Gorman and the troupe left the Stockport Inn, they found nowhere to find it after they learned that the show had been cancelled. After the link gets Camaro's mask, he can use it to help the sisters in
the dilemma. Performing in front of masked sisters at night for the first two days helps them figure out what to do, and accepts kiln dance as their own. Thanks to him, the twins think the link is his master, give him a piece of heart, and ask him to come to his show. When this is done, complete the item on the bomber's laptop. After all, they
can be seen performing a perfect dance using movements taught by links on the stage of the milk bar. Inside the ring, an invisible watch village guard sat on his butt, waving the spear into the air and asking for help. Using the lens of truth, you can peek into the ring to find Shiro, the saddest soldier in the watch town guard. Shiro doesn't
consider himself very high, he says himself as impressive as a stone, and often puts himself down. Explain that Shiro explains that you first noticed him and asked for help for years. He continues to ask him for medicine to make him feel better. If you give him a red potion or a blue potion, he will get noticeable, and on his feet. Grateful, he
gave you a stone mask, which made him so happy to be removed. With a stone mask, he promises you that he will try to stand out, regardless of the fact that he is in the middle of nowhere. Shiro is an item on the laptop of the bomber, and it means him as an inconspicuous soldier. Acquiring a stone mask is the only event he has on his
laptop, and the event can be completed at any time. Sitting in the back alley of Ocarina of time, soldiers share their models. Toto main article: Toto, behind all the great bands, has a great manager, and indigo-go-go is no different. The band's manager, Toto, is on a mission to go to Timetown to cancel a time festival performance. Tthe The
cancellation is due to the mysterious voice loss of Lulu. Toto can be seen at city hall in the morning of city hall, and speaks with Madame Aroma, chairman of the Committee of the Time Festival. The news of the cancellation is no more difficult than visiting Madame Aroma to find out that his extreme performance has been cancelled. At
night, you can find Toto in the milk bar, where you decided to organize another music group. This time, each type consists of four links. To play, you have to speak to Linkto, and depending on what conversion mask link is wearing, he sends him to another part of the stage, giving him another musical role to play. On the other side of the
bar, Gorman complains about the racket whenever the link adds a part. If The Link uses all the masks and fills the stage with various transformations, he will play the ballad of the old indigo-high atmosphere, The Sea of The Wind. After completing this work, Gorman weeps and talks about how the song inspired the show business. With
gratitude, he will reward the circus leader's mask link. Toto is good at what he does, and what he does is organize his musical talents. Main article: ??? A prime example of Nintendo's strange and sometimes ill sense of humor, ??? Reside in the toilet of stockport inn. Every night from 12a.m. to 6 a.m., ??? I will reach out in the bathroom. If
the link engages him, ??? Beg paper and only paper. To help this poor soul, the link can give him any title deed, or any letter as much as a paper. After he receives the paper, ???' hand reaches back to the bathroom and cleans it. To help him, ??? Will give you a piece of mind. Before he gives it to you, he explains that when someone fell
there he got it. There are many things ???. does not add up. In a game famous for its mystery and depth, there is no explanation as to how a man got trapped in the Stockport Inn toilet, why he didn't escape, and why he wanted paper. The mystery and depth of the mask of The Mallora makes the game a true masterpiece, and ??? Stick to
this pattern. The bomber's laptop has a mysterious hand ???. it is displayed. Even the bomber's laptop says there is no reason for the madness, and details are unknown. Heartpiece is the only event on your laptop to get happy stickers. The characters in this section are not on the bomber's laptop, but there are items, songs, or open
paths, so you'll need to interact to complete the game. Bean Sellermain Article: Thermina's Response to Bean Sellers from Ocarina to Bean Sellers at Time. He does almost the same thing as parallel. Sell magic beans and eat beans. His Hyrulean self ate the beans even after the magic beans were sold out, so the beans he eats are likely
not the same as he sells. This strange man makes his house in a secret cave The palace, and his presence is probably unknown to the Decu royal family. He says he doesn't do much business because of his position. When we first met, he offered Link a free Magic Bean Pod, but since then he sells for 10 rupees each. Main article: Big
Goron Big Goron is a manufacturer of Big Goron knives in The Ocarina of the same name and size, The Turon's Turinian counterpart, Big Goron, and Time Ocarina. In this game, he is a guard at the strangely disappeared Snowhead Temple, and his colleague Gorong doesn't know where he is. He first appears at the foot of The
Snowhead Temple, although at times the link does not know that, using his breath to make a big gust of wind. Due to some kind of curse, he is invisible and can only be seen as a lens of truth. Because of these two things, it is likely that the culprit behind Darmani's death is behind it. Using the lens of truth, this link to the invisible of Big
Goron uses the drum of sleep in the form of a goron to play the lullaby of the high. This causes BigGoron to fall into the gorge below to sleep. Back at the foot of The Snowhead Temple after defeating Goht, Biggoron stood in the gorge and can't remember what happened, but he tells The Link why the town went to the temple and froze.
This gives the seed to the idea that the skeleton child could probably place him in the way people arrived at Snowhead Temple to defeat Goht. Main article: Bomb shop owner Terminia responds to spring chuowners in Ocarina of time, bomb shop owner is the owner of the bomb in Terfina. He is polite and very affectionate to his clients,
and when he talks to her, acting childishly to his mother, he calls her a mother. He also seems to be very smart, evidenced by diagrams and notes recorded in the corner of the store demonstrating using bomb-propelled rockets to go to the moon. It has not been confirmed that these are his ideas, but it is more likely to happen because
they are in his shop. The rocket shown in the diagram has already been built and is on the left side of the store. It is not known if it has been used yet. He sells bombs, bombs and bomb bags in his shop. Around midnight on the first day of the link, if sakhon recovers the stolen items from her mother, she will sell a larger bomb bag that can
carry more bombs. Main article: Captain Kita, otherwise known as The Skull Kita by his troops, Igos du Ikana, and currently the leader of the Ikana army. In the past, he helped defend the Kingdom of Ikana during the war, and later died, fell into deep sleep, and was unable to move because the doors of the Stone Tower temple were
opened. Later, The Link finds Captain Kita in his sleep next to Dadipe's house in Ikana Cemetery. Link plays the sonata of awakening and wakes him up causing him to break the wall around him Walk in the link. The link must fight him to chase him and prevent him from reaching the end of the path. While defending StalChildren, a
member of the army in undead form, Link must ensure that he does not hit the wall of the flame he is firing to prevent his progress. The link can be stunned by captain Kita with an arrow, which allows him to slice with a knife. After hitting the knife a few times, The Skeleton Kita jumps into the air and tries to get down to the rink. The link
can be avoided by watching the shadow appear on the ground after the skeleton kita jumps up and out of the way before making contact with the ground. After a few hits, Skeleton Kita finally gives up and admits defeat. He tells Link who he was and that he was waiting for someone to come and wake up because he didn't win the battle of
the kingdom. He asked Link to take his mask, which appeared to be right behind him surrounded by flames (the link can jump through a hookshot or on a shelf on a wall to reach it), and tell his subordinates that the war is over, only then. The link salutes him to give him permission to go skull kita knowing that the link will take care of his
request. Main Knight: Darmani Darmani III was a hero who died in the Goron race in search of someone who loved racing and tragically caused a terrible winter that harmed his people. On the way there, he was unfortunately blown off the narrow path leading to the Snowhead Temple by an invisible Big Goron and fell to his death. After he
died, his ghost remained in the town of Goron because of his sorrow and regret for not being able to help his people. He met Kabora Gabora, who said that someone with powerful magic would be able to help him. A short time later, he saw the link as he crossed the canyon using the lens of truth he had just discovered. Using this item,
The Link was able to see the spirit of Darmani, and the Hero realized that this was the one gaepora gabora mentioned. He told Link to follow him, and he led the young hero to his grave, where he regretted how he died and that it had happened. He asked Link to use magic to save him or relieve his grief. In response to his request, Link
had to play a healing song that allowed him to release Damani's regrets and move peacefully. In exchange for helping him move on, Link was able to obtain the Goron's mask, which allowed him to use Darmani's abilities and transform himinto the old one. The text corresponds to the turmini of the owner of the Fisherman (Mallorya's Mask)
Hairul Market Treasure Chest Game. He is a man who lives in a cabin on the Great Bay Coast. He claims to be a great fisherman than Zoras, but now he is having trouble catching fish because he has water Warm. The fisherman used to own hook shots used to kidnap the fish right from the water. He also claims that the hookshot is a
legendary treasure, but claims that gerudo was stolen from him by pirates. He owns a picture of one of the pirate women but is not satisfied with the quality. He seems very interested in the girl, he asked for a link to have a good picture of one of the pirates to him in exchange for a rare hippocampus caught. After the link defeated the
kyorer and brought the sea back to normal, the fisherman decides to start a new business for tourists called The Fisherman's JumpIng Game. Located in an area different from the cabins of the Great Bay Coast, the game takes place on a series of small islands only accessible by boat and hookshots. The mini-game includes torch lights
when jumping to each island. If the link wins the game, the fisherman complains about making the game so easy, says he tried to save the big boat and can now go bankrupt. Main article: Flat the turmini version of the flat in Ocarina of the time. This version of the flat was the servant of the Ikana royal family in life, when he and his brother
Sharp composed many songs for them. Sharp, who sold his soul to the devil, locked his flat in the tomb where a song linked to the royal family was kept. He remains in the tomb until the link enters and is flattened. Platt teaches links to songs, compositions that set his brother's soul free, as he blows up the curse. He asked the link's last
request, for his brother to play the song and purify his soul. The last word of flat on the link is and if you ever meet my brother, I would like you to let him know ... My song is my tears in a thousand years of raindrops summoned by. The thunder that strikes the earth is my wrath! ... I made my request. Main article: Guardian God and Creator
of The Four Giant Salamina. Long before the masquerade story of Mallora came out, people all lived together, and the Giants lived with them, protecting them. On the day of the Giants' masked harvest festival (later known as the Carnival of Time) to honor them, the Four Giants told people that they would continue to protect people from
sleep. Then we started at where the clock tower would be built and walked 100 steps in the direction of each compass and slept. They called people aloud if they needed to, declaring their plight and saying that their voices could be delivered to the sleeping giants. One day each year, on top of the clock tower during the carnival of time,
ancient songs are sung in a ceremony to call the gods. It's unclear whether this is a tribute to the Giants or how people actually call for help. One person was very shocked and saddened that the Giants had decided to sleep. He was a skeleton child who befriended giants before the creation of your world. Neglected, the skull child is angry
and repeatedly wrong people. Eventually they overcame and were called to the Giants. They wake up and confront the skeleton child, roaring out, warning that they will destroy him if he doesn't stop hurting people. The skeleton child sadly left that he had lost an old friend. In addition to The Masked Mask of Mayora, four Giants are trying
to stop him by sealing the skeleton. They were each sealed inside masks and worn by four monsters guarding the wooden pole, snowhead, great bay and stone tower temples. After encountering a skeleton child at the top of the clock tower, Taeil told Link about four places there... Bring them here... After liberating the first giant from
Woodfall, Link teaches him to take the oath of order (possibly a song for the giant on top of the clock tower), and the Giant asks him to call him. Unaware of the nature of the Giants, Link is asked to help his friend, The Skeleton Kid, to learn about his true nature as a protective god slowly by liberating the other three. Finally they say the
Giants should forgive the skeleton kids before telling them the link they call them once again. After midnight on The 3rd, the link at the top of the clock tower appears to have postponed the order oath, causing four Giants to cry out and prevent the moon from colliding with Termina. When Mayora's mask enters the moon with a skeleton
child, your Giants can't stop it anymore, but you can stop it until the link wins against Mayora. After the battle, the Four Giants told the liberated Skeleton kid that he had never forgotten about him, and that they had always regarded him as his friend. After that, the Four Giants once again slept in four areas, shouting orders. Main article:
Lulu, right next to the owl stone, a giant tortoise on the edge of Zora's Cape, overlooks the sea. After the link learned The New Wave BossaNova, he can help her and her consumed voice. However, when The Link plays Lulu's song, something unexpected happens. An inconspicuous island in the sea rises to reveal a giant turtle! Little is
known about the tortoise that lives in The Zora Cape, but it seems to be the guardian of the Zora clan. He is also the only means of transportation to the Great Bay Temple. When he wakes up, the turtle tells Link to jump on his back on the way to the temple. The link can be obtained by him using a hook shot on one of the trees that grow
on his back. After the link cleared the temple, the turtle will thank him for his efforts, and will tell the link that he should resume sleeping. He also says that the gods' bids can do a lot to reverse the impending fate of Termina. Main article: Elder Goron (masked in Mayora) Is the leader of Goron, who lives in the village of Goron in the
Snowhead area. He is an older man and a son. At the town's Goron Shrine, you can find your father crying out for a big missing place. After realizing that the only thing that can calm the crying theory is his father, Link visits him. He finally discovers that the elder is covered in ice wrapped in a huge snow rock. The link can be found on the
third day, near the entrance to the town of Goron on the 1st day, near the spectacular rock (an area of snowhead surrounded by water with two hills), and next to the owl statue in Mountain Village. But his repositioning shows that he is heading for snowhead, probably covering the area and finding the cause of the snow and probably trying
and stopping. When The Link obtains hot water (found in a cave with Darmani's tomb or in an ice hole on an island in the Spectacular Rock region), he freezes and finds darmani (Goron Link) in front of him. He persuades himself that the goron link is an illusion created by the magic of Snowhead and moves away from him. When he hears
that Goron Link's son is angry and has gone missing, he tries to teach the lullaby of The Goron, but he can't remember all the notes about the song. He then teaches Goron Link six notes of a song he remembers. When the young goron plays the note to his son, he teaches the rest of the goronlink. After the elder teaches Goron Link a
song, he will begin to walk again with his intention to reach his destination. He will freeze again soon and there is nothing he can do to prevent the link from happening. The link will only stop if you have bitten the boss in the snowhead and restored spring to the area. After the link has beaten The Snowhead Temple he finds an elder at the
Goron Shrine, surrounded by fellow gorons. Then he will announce that it is time to choose a successor because he is older. He tells Goron Link that he has chosen him (he thinks it is Darmani) as his successor. He believes that everyone will be satisfied that Darmani is the patriarch of the town of Goron. Text: Elder Goron's son, a toddler
in a cloth diaper, sits on the throne room in the throne room of the Goron Shrine. Day and night, he wept and wailed through the temple. Because of this noise, all the old sorority of the Gorong shrine was driven from the screams of the crying baby goron to the point of fatigue. They connect their ears with their fingers and jump up and
down desperately trying to block out the noise. When Link spoke to Elder Goron's son, Link found that he was crying through three things: extreme cold, his fatigue, and the fact that his father is now missing. To help the infant, to help the rest of the goron indirectly, the link must find and unfreeze the goeron In the passage between
Mountain Village and Goron Village. When Elder Goron is not frozen, he will try to teach you the high-case lullaby, but in the end he forgets the second part and can teach the link the first part. When Link (wearing a goron mask) plays the first part of the Old Lullaby in front of the elder's son, he will immediately recognize the song. Then he
stands up and helps to finish the song by teaching the link to link to the second part of the lullaby. When the link plays correctly, Elder Goron's son becomes sleepy and stops crying. He finally crouched down and immediately fell asleep on the throne. In a moment of relief, all the arguments begin to squat and catch up with the necessary
rest. He will sleep as long as the Snowhead Temple is untouched. After the link clears The Snowhead Temple, Elder Goron's son is located next to the entrance to Goron Racecourse. He waits outside the rocks, this year, because Elder Goron sent his son to run the race on his behalf. To destroy the rocks, The Link can go to the
Medioron in Goron Village and learn how to use powder kegs. The initiation to obtain a powder barrel license is to bring a barrel from the house of The Medagoron to the entrance of The Goron Racecourse. As soon as the track opens, the elder's son walks in and starts the race. Goron Link can talk to your son and get into the race. If The
Link wins the race, he will give him a bottle of gold dust. Elder Goron's son is the key to his journey to the snowhead, and his atachi about Darmani is a depressing reminder of the result of walking with a goron mask with a link. Main Article: The Great Fairy Five Great Fairies live in the land of Termina, spreading equally throughout the
world. However, the skeleton child has divided this great fairy into a large amount of small fairies. Most of the fairies keep their residence in the fairy fountains, but some are trapped themselves in temples or random corners of the town to watch away from the fountains. The great fairy is Tatl, who first suggested seeking a great fairy,
thinking that the skull in his tracks would be able to stop the child's death. But when the link first enters the Fountain of North Clock Town, The Tattle finds a great fairy shattered by a small herd of fairies. A little fairy begs a link to go to find the only fairy missing from the mass. The link allows you to find these fairies flying through the
laundry pool during the day, or in the East Clock Town at night. When the link brings the fairy back, all the little fairies are rotated and formed into the magic great fairies, the fairy links are most likely to interact with. As a gift, the link will get the ability to blow bubbles and shoot with projectiles. After the first three days, if the link restores the
great fairy back to the magic, she will give the link a great fairy mask. If the link wears a mask in the dungeon, the hair will sparkle if there is a fairy in the room. In addition, all fairies emitted from bubbles or air While he was wearing a mask. If The Link gathers 15 fairies in one dungeon, he will be able to rescue the great fairies from other
parts of the world. The Great Fairy of Power lives in a cave on the edge of Woodfall and will teach Link a supercharged spin attack. The Great Fairy of Wisdom lives in a cave below the entrance to The Snowhead Temple and will double the length of the link when launched. The Great Fairy of Courage in the Great Bay will give the link the
power of a double life, living a number of shelves away from the coast near The Cape of Zora. Finally, the great fairy of kindness gives the great fairy sword to the man who manages to collect all the fairies from the stone tower temple. The color of the great fairy's hair corresponds to the color of the small fairy shape. Main Article: Igos du
Ikana Igos du Ikana du Ikana is the undead king of Ikana. His throne room is in Ikana Castle, the farthest room to the north. For three days, he was always waiting with two guards. Igos is the tragic king of Ikana. Long before the game began, Icana was a great nation and a bastion of military prowess and prosperity. Little is known about
Ikana's history, but at some point Icana went to war with other nations. The war was long and bloody, and at the end of the war, Icana was destroyed beyond repair, and Igos du Icana fixed himself to his castle. When the link enters Igos's throne, he will tell Link that he has invaded the cursed land and send him to attack the guards. Using
light from the window (using fire arrows to burn shades), links can be stunned, and you can eventually kill his henchmen. After the guards fall, Igos rises from the throne and pulls the sword. At this point, Igos is an enemy where the link must be defeated to exit the room and continue the game. Igos can be stunned if he shines a light on
linkhim while he prepares to attack. After fainting, slash him with a knife until he comes. Igos must carry out a special attack that his servants lack. One can breathe ice and freeze the link if it gets too close. Secondly, he has the ability to behold himself and do his head to chase you around the room. To avoid this, the link must continue to
run around the room, avoiding sharp turns or stops. Good hits and igos should be down in a few minutes. When Igos goes down, his servants will begin to argue and fight with their floating heads. Igos intervenes and questions whether the fighting attitude ruined Ikana in the first place. Freed from his curse, he thanked Link and pleaded
with him to conquer the evilinside the Stone Tower. Igos connects the elegance of the void to help him climb the Stone Tower. Igos appears in his servants and shaky credits. Also, if Link wears the captain's hat before Igos attacks, Hegos is confused for a moment and realizes he is being deceived. His servants also have a comedy
response to bremen masks. Main Kaifora Gabora, like Hairulian's opponent, is a giant owl who at various points offers link advice and guides his journey. Unlike Gabora, he has no explanation or backstory. Owl statues throughout Termina were entrusted to him to help change Thermina's destiny. Kabora Gabora recognizes the impending
fate of Termina strangely and is actively seeking someone who can change it. He appears in the Southern Swamp for the first time on the way to Woodfall Temple, recognizes the link as a fairy child, a rare sight, and asks what kind of business he is doing in a poisonous swamp. He tells Link that he won't blame him if he returns, and
suggests that the link come back to town. At this meeting, he informed Link that Woodfall had lost one of the four Giants, the Guardian God, but was destined to disappear anyway, just like any other land. He tells Link that if he has the courage to press in the face of fate, he will teach him a soaring song so that the link can be transported
to the owl statue. He tells Link that from the moment he first played the song, the link and that he would be an eternal friend, transcending time and place. Gaefora Gabora flies. He later reappears in the town of Goron. After the link and greeting, he says he has the power to change Themina's destiny, as he had expected. He warned Link
that future trials would become more difficult, and he also asked the link to keep an eye on the arguments. The land of Goron is destined to be suffocated by snow and ice, and it will be a land where nothing can survive. Kaefora Gabora tells Link that he will succumb to extreme situations without courage and determination, but if he were
both, it's another story. He responded to Link with a 'yes' answer, saying he had the power to change the fate of the mountain. The owl reveals the truth and links it. When the link arrives, Caefora Gabora guarantees the link's commitment. His last advice on the link is that from here he should not be deceived by his appearance and should
not rely on his feelings instead. Kaefora Gabora flies again, never appears. Main Article: Kotake Gotakeis is a witch who runs a southern swamp potion shop. She is always open and can sell red and green color pills during the day. She is a cheerful old witch who tends to fall asleep at work. Her potion scinity shop is on the east side of the
Southern Swamp Tourist Center where her sister works. The link must talk to Kotake to save her sister, Kume, from inside mystery Woods. Before doing so, he must find Kume at the end of the forest of mystery. Otherwise, Kotake cannot find out that his sister is missing. Kotake will give The Link the first bottle filled with red potions. If the
link brings the bottle back to Kume, she will thank him, Center. If The Link doesn't get Kume before nightfall, Kotake temporarily leaves the store to find his sister. After the link receives a mask of scent, the link can help her make potions and kotake. With the mask of the scent, the link allows kotake to find the magic mushrooms you are
looking for. When the link gives her mushrooms, she whips a batch of potions that were previously unavailable; Blue potion. For his efforts, she will give the link a full bottle of the first batch. Kotake made an early appearance in Ocarina with his sister, Kume. Kotake was an ice witch guarding the temple with her burning sister, Kume.
Kotake and Kume seem to be the only two characters who have transformed from enemies to friends between the two games. Main article: Before the link arrives in Termina, Kume, the friendly old witch of the swamp has the misfortune of running into a skull kid. As her power is disturbed, she needs the help of a link trapped inside a
forest of mystery. To find her, Link must enter the mystery forest in the southern swamp behind her sister's potion shop. The link can be found kume along the monkey at the beginning of the forest. He will lead the link through the passages of the Forest of Mystery, and with a group of his monkey friends, will bring him to Kume. When the
link speaks to Kume, she begs for a link to something to restore her energy. To help her, the link must exit the mysterious forest and enter the potion shop in Kotake. Kume's twin sister, Kotake, will tell Link to save her when she learns of her sister's plight. She will also give the link a whole bottle of red potion to do the job. When the link
navigates back to the forest, he can give potions to Kume, restoring her energy. Restored and replenished, Koume is grateful and will fly back to her job of running a southern swamp boat cruise. To help her, Kume will give Link the first ride home. In addition, Kume will provide free pictures to links to pottery painting competitions at the
Swamp Tourist Center. Her cruise leads to The Deku Palace, the only way to navigate the swamp. After his first ride, Koume will pay for a link of 10 rupees for each subsequent ride. When Woodfall Temple is cleared and swampy waters are cleared, Kume will offer links more than just a tour. For 10 rupees, the link allows you to play the
game where the link can feel kume with arrows while on a boat cruise. In the game, Kume follows the swamp tour boat, and will hold the target right below her. If the link can hit 25 goals before Kume returns to the tourist center, she will give him a piece of mind. But be careful, Kume isn't friendly to guns, and if the link hits her too many
times she'll cancel the game early. However, since these numbers are very high, firing a bow as much time as possible is still the best way to win the link. From grandmain need to allow links Her close bow, Kume, is one of those 360 degree characters. For more information about Kume, read our twin sister, Kotake. Main article: Lulu Lulu
is the lead singer of the legendary all-Zor a zora band Indigo Go. She can be found on the outside shelf of Zora Cape near the owl stone. Lulu wears a blue dress and can't speak to a link or someone else... For now. Lulu lost his voice in a tragic situation. Three days earlier, Lulu gave birth to seven Zora eggs, the father of Indigo Go
guitarist Mikau. With the birth of her eggs, Banreader, Evan, suggested sending her eggs to a marine laboratory near the coast to keep them safe. These eggs were captured by Gerudo pirates on their way to the lab. After being tricked by the Skull Kid, Gerudo tricked them into believing that the egg was the key to accessing the Great
Bay Temple, stealing all seven eggs, but only four were able to take them to the base. Lulu, who kidnapped all the eggs, falls into depression and loses his voice. To help Lulu with a link, he must first search all 7 of her eggs. The link can be found in the first four at Fort Gerudo, and the last three are watered down in Pinnacle Rock, which
is protected by giant eels. Lulu's eggs are bottled and can be safely released into a huge tank in the Marine Laboratory. If all seven eggs are found, the egg hatches and teaches a new wave, Bossa Novalink. However, while eggs are safe, Lulu still can't sing. The Link must clear the Great Bay Temple in order to defeat the and revive
Lulu's voice. Lulu's voice is directly related to the Great Bay Temple. Lulu appears to be in the lineage of the guardians of the temple, and their destiny is intertwined. Lulu's mother, Lulu, who is also the guardian of the Great Bay Temple, was a former indigo singer. If Link wears a Zora mask, Lulu will see him as her lover and fellow
musician, Michau. Main article: Medigoron, the second largest in The Medigoron, sells powder barrels in a cave in Goron Village. But the endless winter has removed him from the business due to the huge ice blocks covering the cave entrance. Inside, he will wait until spring. After Link defeats Goth and the spell disappears through The
Snowhead, he can visit Medigoron. Medigoron is responsible for training new users of bombs with the sale of powder keg. Links wearing a goron mask can perform a powder keg license test, which is tasked with clearing the rocks in front of The Goron Racecourse. The link will receive a very long fuse and powder barrel, you will be asked
to transport the bomb across the village from the cave. If the link is successful, he can return to the medi-goon for his first powder keg at home. After the link is trained powder keg, he can return to the median in the spring (or winter with fire arrows) to buy powder From the medi-go theory for 100 rupees. Medigoron appears to be an
authority on this large explosive, but his demand price is inflated. A link to carry a powder keg can be found at the Watch Town's bomb shop where you can buy a powder keg for 50 rupees. Medigoron may be the best, but the price isn't right as long as it can be surpassed by the more accessible and affordable highs in bomb shops. Main
article: Mikau, from the ancient Zora heroes, was the guitarist of the famous Zora band, Indigo Go. He was a roommate with drummer Tizo and had a jam session with bassist Japas. He had a close relationship with the band's singer Lulu, and was upset when Evan heard that her eggs had been stolen by the Gerudo pirates. Evan told
them to go to find the eggs they had to have at the carnival of time before the concert, but before he left, Evan told them where he could get the bottle to find the eggs. Mikau went to a race with the Beaver Brothers and got sick, but unfortunately he lost them and didn't get the bottle. Then he went and infiltrated the pirate fortress, but
unfortunately did not succeed in getting the eggs back. The pirates floated him in the waters of the Great Bay and almost died. After the link found him and helped bring him back to shore, he managed to summon enough force to link what happened in the form of a song. He asks Link to heal his duty of soul. After seeing his image with
Lulu and his band, his body disappears and is a Zora mask that sets him in place and uses Mikau's abilities. Main article: A monkey is found tied up in the Deku Palace, where certain monkeys are falsely accused by the king of kidnapping the princess. He pleads with the Decu people to help the princess trapped in Woodfall Temple before
it's too late, but they ignore him. It's not something that some of our brothers have to do to see Them help Kume by telling Link about his brother's plight. The link reaches the monkey by sneaking around the palace guards in the garden surrounding the palace. When he goes and talks to the monkey and finds out why he tried and
poisoned the swamp and finds out that the princess was shot by the temple's boss during the search, he is convinced that it is innocent and that the link will learn the sonata of awakening from him. Kings, deacons, and guards listen to songs played on the instruments of the rink. Because of this, the king begins the punishment of the
monkey by lowering him repeatedly in a pot of boiling water while the guards and the king dances. When the monkey is later liberated by the princess's command she is rescued and returned to the palace via a bottle of link. He forgives the king Thank you for the dizziness and link to helping the princess. At the end of the game, I was
found standing with the guards of the Decu Royal and Decu Palace. Main article: Pamela pamela is a young girl who lives in a music box house in Icana Canyon. Because her father is a paranormal researcher, she moved out of her watch town's house to live in Ikana Canyon. Although nothing is known about her mother, she seems very
mature about her age and constantly cares for her father while conducting dangerous research on ghosts. When her father investigates the gibbethere well and is cursed, Pamela tries to take care of him. She locked him in the closet of the basement and told him to bring him, hiding him from Givdos, who started the patrol out. Whenever
someone tries to open the door, Pamela screams to leave them alone and misunderstands Gibdo. When the link restores the river and the waterwheel-driven music box begins to play again, Gibdos is kicked out. Pamela tries to get home when she tries to flee from the link, but she can sneak into the house by tricking her to leave the
house for a while. If she tries to hurt Pamela's father, she will stop him and ask him to leave him alone, but if Link heals him with a healing song, he will run to hug him when he returns to normal. Unable to remember what had happened to him when cursed, he asked what he was doing, and Pamela says she's simply having nightmares.
Later, when the link comes back to visit, Pamela tells him to thank him for helping them, but to keep it a secret from his father. She also doesn't want the link to meet her father because she was worried that if her father saw the strange power of the link, he would definitely want to study it. She apologizes for saying that immediately. She
says that once her father calmed down, she would try to persuade her to stop studying the dangerous Ikana Canyon and return to the clock town. Main article: Pamela's father, Pamela, is a paranormal researcher who is believed to live in the Music Box House in Icana Canyon with his daughter Pamela during a masked event in Mallora.
He studies supernatural phenomena like fairies and ghosts, and even asks if he can do research on Tatl. He and his daughter lived in the clock town before moving to Ikana to study ghosts. Pamela's father sees herself as a haunted expert, claiming that no one in the world knows more than she does. He is somewhat reckless, has a lot to
worry about, and sometimes gets into trouble. When The Link first arrived in the Ikana Valley, the scientists were actually cursed, transformed into a mummy gib. He tried to investigate the Gibdo infection well and as a result withered the current state. His terrified daughter keeps him in the closet in the basement and locks the door to keep
him. Gibdos wander outside the house, claiming that his father is one of them. When the link restores the river flow, the wheel of the music box house will once again rotate and play the song. The song itself is called Goodbye to Givdos, and was discovered while Pamela's father studied. The song, as its name suggests, drives Gibdos
away and begins to retreat to Earth around the house. When Gibbs disappears, Pamela occasionally leaves the music box house, sneaks into the basement while she disappears, and meets Pamela's father in a cursed appearance. Pamela comes and stops the link from attacking him, but if the link plays a song of healing, it will cure him
of the curse and turn him back into a human being. Link leaves him and Pamela alone, sharing a warm hug and getting a cursed Gib mask. Pamela's father couldn't remember what happened to him while he was cursed, and Pamela's father continued his research. The link can ask him about a picture of Gibdo and Garolobe on his wall,
and he will tell him about the creature. If the link tells him to wear one of the deformation masks, he will tell him that his ghost radar is reacting furiously and the link will remain to study him. Main Article: Four Collectors This mysterious character is a Turminian counterpart to the Four Collectors found right in hyrule's market gate house
during the adult years of The Link. The four collectors first appear on top of the shelf leading to Ikana. He tells Link that he will not let him pass until he brings some mask. The mask is a horizontal mask, and the link can be obtained from The Gorman Brothers. When he learns that the link has a mask, he believes it can save the lost soul
found in Icana. He can summon a tree next to him that can use his hook shot to get to the top of the shelf with its passes and links. After that he disappears and he reappears later in two different places. One of the places is near the Spirit House (or river, depending on whether the link brought back the water) located at the top of the
Ikana Gorge. There, he hosts a mini-game in which the link must fight and defeat four four sisters for a fixed period of time. After you've finished the task, the link gets a heart piece. The second place he is found can be found after obtaining a link light arrow and this place will be a secret shrine found at the foot of the water source in Ikana
Canyon. This time the link wants to do a rematch with whom he is facing four mini-bosses in the dungeon he entered. To fight all mini-bosses, Link must have a certain amount of hearts that vary depending on each individual. If the link beats them all, he is given another piece of mind and, thanks to the efforts of the link, four collectors can
finally move on. Main Article: Sharp Sharp Sharp's Turminian opponent harasses the tomb of the village of Kakarico in Hairul. He was found in a cave, a source of water running next to the Music Box House, but his curse caused the river to dry up and stop him from playing music on the Gibdo. When Link enters the cave for a fist hour, he
appears and asks what kind of work he does in the land like Icana. Sharp decides that the reason for the link is to die and begins to play the dark melody he composed. The song slowly drains the link of his vitality while the notes are playing. Link tried to play a song of healing, but he found that Sharp earlier couldn't stop playing music. It
wasn't until the link went to The Ikana Cemetery, where he found Sharp's brother's flat and found it being guarded by iron knuckles. When he defeats the warrior, the spirit of the flat appears and tells the link how he ended up there. After Sharp sold his soul to the devil, Sharp imprisoned the flat beneath the Ikana Cemetery and protected
him. Platt connects the melody of Storm's song, the only song that can soothe Sharp's spirit. Link returns to the cave and meets Sharp once again. Link plays the song of Storm on his Ocarina and hears it, and Sharp realizes that this brother wrote this song to help him. He revealed that he and Platt wanted to revive the royal family, which
was the composer. This wish may be the reason he sold his soul. This song tells the link of how he can get into the Stone Tower temple by visiting the king of The King of Ikana, thanking him for breaking the curse. He effectively removes the curse from the cave's waters and tells Link information that allows the Icana River to flow once
again and purify the Gibbdos area through the Music Box House, and then go to post-life. Main article: The last person to see Princess Zelda and Hairul before leaving. She only appears in the flashback where the link he has after recovering from his ocarina from the skeleton child. In that flashback, it shows that the link gave Ocarina of
time as a souvenir of his time together and taught him the song back of the time stating that if a bad thing happened to him, he would play the song. She believes the link with her will meet again. Article: Anjumo, Anju, mother-in-law of mother-in-law. She is middle-aged and has a round ed. She hates protecting her daughter and leaving
her daughter's fiancée, Cafei, without a word on the snacks. This is evident in how the café responds to the link wearing a mask when she speaks to her. She is visibly angry, raises her fist snus from the link and tells her not to talk to her with an unpleasant mask. She believes that the reason he went missing was because she fled with
Cremia, who had a crush on a blue-haired man in particular, and that her mother had speculated that she needed financial sados. Cafei's mother, Madame Aroma, runs the ranch. Another reason behind her anger about Cafe's disappearance may be maybe due to her own husband's disappearance. She believed he would have waited for
him to return, but she knew he would not return. She believes this is why she has given her daughter her innocence. The mother of the week does not appear in the game often. If she appears on the second day usually standing on the desk of the Stockport Inn (if the snacks do not match the mask and link of the café on the first
afternoon). She also appears in a secret cutscene that provides access to a certain period of time when she discusses Hermitage's disappearance with snacks. Later, the mother-in-law and asnack (depending on whether they received a pendant of remembrance) seek refuge on a Romanian ranch on the third night. Her last appearance is
after the link stops the moon falling and defeats the mask of Mayora. She can be seen standing with others attending the café and the wedding of The Lord. It is not known whether she still harbors the same anger towards her new son-in-chief or forgave him for leaving his daughter for a long time. Main article: The Aveil leader of the
Gerudo Pirates, and Gerudo's Terminia counterpart, left the ocarina of time. Like all pirates, she steals it and seeks treasure and property. Her room is filled with many treasures she has stolen, including one of Zora Egg and hook shots. She lied to the skeleton child and said that Zora Eggs, born by Lulu, would help her pass through the
dragon clouds floating over the Great Bay, and that the Great Bay Temple had a great treasure. Since then, all her efforts have been focused on obtaining the treasure. Her pirates steal Zora Egg from Lulu's room in Zora Hall and take her to the Marine Lab. However, when the pirates were attacked by deep pythons near Pinnacle Rock,
several eggs were taken. Outraged by the failure, Aveil was found yelling at his subordinates and ordering them to look for the remaining eggs before it was too late. When The Link filmed a beehive in Aveil's room in the pirate's fortress, the bees chased the Avale and other pirates outside, and the link was able to retrieve a hookshot
stolen from one of the fishermen and eggs. Main article: A man's Turinian counterpart in Ocarina of time to buy a bottle of bank enemies. The banker runs the Watch Town Bank in West Clock Town and sits at the front desk of the safe. He is very enthusiastic, constantly pounding the ground and outgoing when a large amount of money is
deposited. He seems to be a strong advocate of banking, which criticizes those who don't deposit rupees and constantly suggests that people spend their money wisely. When the link meets the bank during the event of Mayora's Mask, he tells the link about the special deal he is making for a limited time People desposit deposits will
receive gifts based on how many rupees, and award multiple entries for depositing large amounts of rupees throughout the game. He stamps the link with a special ink that doesn't look invisible to remember the link, somehow recognizing the link and the amount he has deposited even after several trips through time. The bank also
charges a link to night withdrawals, but does give him interest when he collects large amounts of rupees. Main Article: Beaver Brothers These two strange creatures are two strange creatures swimming around their home, Waterfall Rapids, located at the top of a waterfall fed to the Great Bay. Mikau tried to race for an empty bottle that
could be used to retrieve Zora eggs, but failed. When Link later comes wearing a Zora mask, his orange-colored brother recognizes him as Amikau and willingly accepts another challenge. The next race involves swimming along the beaver and through the ring along the water. When his brother is defeated, he calls his yellow-colored
brother. Because the Beaver brothers consider empty bottles to be valuable treasures, he doesn't have one because the link can beat his brother. The link races two elders to more rings and more difficult challenges, but ultimately wins the empty bottle, while the Beaver brothers admit to underestimating the link. You can then race for the
third time in a short time-limited race. When he wins they desperately want to leave him alone, so they give him a piece of heart and hope it's over. Main Article: Captain Vincen is the leader of the Watch Village Guards. He is also believed to be a turmini response to a group of Hylian soldiers in the throne room of Hyrule Castle in Ocarina
of the time. He is found in the mayor's office in Watch Town, which has heated discussions with Muto of the Watch Town Carnival Committee. He wants to make the citizens of the clock town evacuate the city before the moon falls. Muto thinks otherwise by saying that the carnival of time should continue. If the link does not intervene in the
controversy, Captain Viscen will lose his claim because of Muto, who threatened to bring the wife of The Mayor Dotour. The controversy is interrupted because if the couple's masked and link intervenes, the mayor has decided to let people choose whether to evacuate the city. Captain Vincen adre the decision still seems to be shaken by
the decision because everyone in the watch town wanted to be ordered to evacuate. Main article: The Gampe Terminian counterpart to The Kakariko Village Cemetery of the same name, Dampe plays the same role in this game as it did in The Ocarina of time except this time for Thefina's Icana Cemetery. He has a scary appearance, but
he says he looks that way but he is not a bad guy. He is different from his Hyrian opponent in his response to the undead and ghosts. His Hylian form does not seem to be afraid. Go out for a few hours after sunset and make sure there's something buried in those things by playing mini-games with people he digs dust patches into the
grave. His Turminian incarnation differs in that he fears ghosts and the undead and doesn't like to go out at night because they're about to go out. An example of fear of the undead appears when Link speaks to him while he is in the tomb wearing the captain's mask. He will be scared of the masked appearance and will run home and lock
the back door. He walks very slowly around the tomb because it takes a day to complete, but when he is terrified, he runs faster than the link roll in the form of a grotto. He also mentions that he will not give up and will continue to ask someone for something until they say yes (he has courted his current wife). Dpepe's family would visit the
cemetery with his father. I don't know where he is now because he can't see it in the game. He also seems to have a wife that you can never see in the game. The way he mentions his wife can mean that he can have another wife in the past by speaking to his current wife. Links can be found dampeting around the tomb during the day
every day for 3 days. He is not found at night in his home. On the second day, he paid a link of 30 rupees to remove some bad bats from the grave he doesn't like. Last night, unlike the previous two nights, the link is to find dappe under the tomb, searching for treasure. The link uses the captain's hat to find it when he commands some
StalChildren to open the tomb where he is. When he discovered the tomb master, Dampe says he can't find the treasure because there's no light source since he dropped the torch. Take advantage of the light that Tatl gives and with the help of a link, Dampé can pass through a room full of wallmasters. They continue to help him by telling
him about the sand pits found in the area. Some of the sand pits are hidden in blue flames, and when three of them are dug, they reveal a large cannon, and they return home in fear of draping. Link to battle with the Big Four and in defeat, he receives a bottle. When The Link leaves the room, he discovers that it is connected to Dappe's
house and finds a tomb hidden under the bed in fear of ghosts. Main Knight: Deku Butler Decu Butler is the royal butler of the Decu Kingdom, found in the southern swamp swamps at the foot of Woodfall. He is at one point at a time when a very proper and polite link is called neat and tidy by a happy mask salesman when he shows him a
mask he previously owned. When you're a Decu Princess, you'll be able to keep it much cooler than Decu King. It is assumed by the king that it was missing and automatically was the monkey's fault. He believes that the only monkey in The Palace of Decu was the princess's claim. Deku Butler has a son who has been missing for a while.
He misses his son, wonders where he is, and wants to contact him to let his son know where he is. He tells Link that he once reminded him of his son and used it to race against him. By the end of the game, Butler had left the Decu Kingdom to find him, and it appears that Talt effectively found him with the twisted wood mentioned earlier
in the game. He is shown in credit for mourning the death of his son at the foot of a tree. After the link defeated Odolwa, rescuethe princess and successfully brought him home, he rewarded the link at the request of the king. He meets the link at the Deku Shrine, found on the right side of the palace. Inside, he leads a link to the reward,
going through the maze with a hero to catch up with the butler before the door closes himeffectively trapping him inside the maze. When he reaches the end of the link maze, he gives the link a reward that is a mask of scent. After wearing a mask, he summons a portal so that the link can return to the entrance to the Deku Shrine. The
body is the son of Decu Butler, the son of a deacon, the son of the Decu royal family, who lived in the palace with his father. He has been missing for a while and no one knows where he is. His father misses him greatly and is worried about his welfare. He and his father had an intimate relationship with each other while racing
competitively at the labyrinthine Deku Shrine. The link does not truly interact with his character, but tatl is believed to be the dead form of the twisted trigg mentioned at the beginning of the game. At one point he left the Decu Palace and is believed to have made contact with the skeleton child some time ago after he left. The skeleton child
killed him (unknown for some reason) which left the remains of his body with twisted trees. The skeleton was used by the child to convert the link into a decutane scrub following his death. It is more likely that his father met the link in decu form and asked him to find him after seeing how his son resembled him, and during the ending
credits he was devastated to see that he had actually found his son and was no longer alive. Text: King Deku King is the ruler of the Kingdom of Deku and the father of Princess Deku. With the crown of deku leaves and a large dry deku nut in his hollow, Deku King is a rash and overprotective ruler. He also tends to overreact to situations,
especially when it comes to his particular daughter. When the daughter disappeared, he immediately fixed the blame for her disappearance Who was the last with her. Decourt King doesn't hear the plea of Odolwa, the boss of woodfall temple, who kidnapped her when he tried to learn what was behind the addiction of water, not his fault.
After the monkey links the sonata of awakening, the song is believed to be sacred to Decus, confirming King Deku's suspicion that the monkey was behind the kidnapping. He ordered the guards to repeatedly drop off the pot of boiling water as a monkey behaved, and the link was thrown from the palace. He continues to punish the
monkey and still believes he was the cause of his missing daughter until the link was found in a cell in a secret area at the back of Woodpole Temple. When she learns of her father's behavior against the monkey, she has a link to take her home immediately through the bottle. He releases the disease in front of him while he is there. When
he finds out that his daughter is safe, he is relieved, but he immediately finds himself being criticized by Princess Deku for what he has to do with the monkey. She ordered the guard to release the monkey, after which Decu King apologizes for the rash behavior the monkey forgives him. He can be seen later during the credits that end with
his daughter, the monkey, and a few Deku palace guards. Main article: Princess Deku Deku has two outstanding characteristics for her. First, she falls into the only female Decu character ever portrayed. Second, she can get sick. Princess Decu is the king's smartest daughter who can control the kingdom much better than her father. The
disappearance of Princess Deku is the reason for most of the dispute in the southern swamp. Before the start of the three-day cycle, Princess Deku was caught near Woodfall Temple. Her father, Decu Wang, hurriedly accused the monkey, and prepared to arrest him and punish him. After the monkey's three friends heal Kume, they visit
the link link, and it's the link's mission to release the monkey seized from King Deku's grasp. The link can do this by infiltrating the Decu Palace and infiltrating the monkey's prison. The monkey then tells Link that Princess Deku was caught when she inspected the Woodfall Temple. Then he will give the Sonata link of Awakening to provide
link access to the temple, along with a mission to rescue Princess Deku. After the link beat Odole, The Boss Room Warp will appear and lead him to a previously inaccessible room on the second floor. Just behind the link, something rustles, and in the cut scene he will come back. If the link cuts the grass curtain from the doorway, he will
enter to find ... Princess Deku! Princess Decu is relieved that she is saved, and asks about her monkey friend. When she finds out that her friend receives a capital pun from his dad, she Furious, he asks Link to take her home. At first, it would seem that if there is no way to return the princess to the palace, the link. But, as it turns out,
Princess Deku can put a bottle of link (snugly). Princess Decu insists in a hurry before she is crushed by a small frame of bottle inside. When the link returns to Deku Palace, Princess Deku tells Link to cast her out. When the link is loose, she appears unharmed, and Decu King is ecstatic to see her daughter not hurt. But those feelings are
not for each other. After Princess Deku is released, the first thing to do is attack her father and jump up and down in the middle. She asks the guards to release the monkey immediately. To solve the problem, the link will receive the opportunity to get a mask of scent to the right of the Decu Palace. Main article: Don Gero don gero doesn't
appear in the game, but he's a reference character. He is the legendary conductor of the Frog Choir and is greatly respected by his members. The choir waits for him and performs at his command. But none of the frog choir members have seen Don Gero for a long time. I don't know what happened to him. Goron connects Don Gero's
mask in exchange for rock sirloin. The theory is shaking from the cold in the mountain village on the shelf, wearing don Gero's mask. Somehow he froze to death from the cold, where the waterfall was trapped in a frozen shelf. Hungry, he says he wants to eat one more time before he dies, and he wants to eat something that is hard and
hard to eat. When the link brings him a rock sirloin and throws it onto a cliff, he happily swallows it. Thanks to him, he offered don Gero's mask to link, and said that no one would think if he would direct a frog choir if he wore it. His fate is uncertain because he was convinced he would be frozen to death, but Link liberated the mountain
from an unusual winter and restored the spring after finding him and then unable to do so. The mask looks exactly like Don Gero, which is used to persuade the frog choir to return to the thawed mountain village. However, don Gero does not appear, so little is known about him. He can be a very big frog, one of the frog choir members
says he wears a mask and says at the link as he believes he's a money crab and has lost a little weight. Goron is often confused with himself as Adon Gero, but Don Gero is actually one of the characters that terminido is invisible. Main article: Eforna Link's reliable steed, Epona and Link are old friends traveling around trying to search for



friends of the link. They were ambushed by a skeleton child and his two fairies and when the link regained consciousness, the skeleton child took off from Evona with a link hanging on the skull child's leg as they went. After the link lost grip and the skeleton kid ran into an empty log with Evona, she was not seen late in the match on a
Romanian ranch. Unlike OoT she was optional is essential to get more out of the game. She has to overcome obstacles to access the Great Bay and Ikana Canyon, so the link can get more from his quest. Main article: Evan Zora, leader of the band, composer, pianist, indigo goofy. He is sensitive to other band members who are writing
songs, repeatedly angry about Mikau and Zapas composing themselves. He seems to be highly respected by the band as he appears to follow his advice and orders outside of the band. Lulu and Mikau in particular. Tizo is known for writing songs on Evan's back, but he seems to be listening to him. However, Mikau does this with Japas,
so it doesn't make much sense. When the band's singer Lulu lays a mysterious egg and loses his voice, he immediately seeks advice from Evan. He encourages her to take her eggs to the Marine Laboratory for inspection, but gerudo is stolen by pirates. He then tells Miko to recover the eggs and to recover them because they have the
blood of Zora's heroes. He also tells Mikau how to find an empty bottle. His knowledge of him and Mikau's lineage suggests that he is very familiar. He keeps the troubled secrets in the rest of the band, except for his manager Toto, so as not to destroy their hopes of playing at the carnival of time. If a link disguised as Mikau can present a
song to Evan after a jam session with Japas, Evan immediately became angry about not being satisfied with his song, and says it's his job to write and write from behind. He will accept the song only if the link plays to him in a form other than his Zora one, and he will immediately take credit for it. The song will later be played during the
band's rehearsal, and will be played again in the milk bar during the carnival of time. One of the other Zoras says his usual song sounds a lot different. When Evan visits his room, he plays the theme through out the game from Zelda's original legend on the piano. Main article: The Frog Choir's Turinian counterpart of the cool five frog
tenors from Ocarina of the time. A famous frog choir from Snowhead is performing at a lily in a pond in Mountain Village, but fled when the Northern Mountain was caught in a blizzard from Snowhead Temple. The Frog Choir has five members, with the exception of legendary conductor Don Gero. When the snow in Mountain Village is
thawed, you'll find the choir's lead singer, and the choir's performance will begin, but other members don't know about it because they're not in snowhead. Another member lives in the southern swamp, and another member can be found in the laundry pool of the watch town. The last two have been transformed into Gekkos, each living as
a mini-boss in one of the two dungeons. Woodfall Temple and the Great Bay Temple. If the link acquires Don Gero's mask, the Frog Choir thinks he's a long-separated don gerro himself, and he can collect them (including the man in the temple, after he defeated them and then freed them from his gecko form) in the Mountain Village
where the choir performs. After that, the link is awarded as a piece of heart. Main article: One of the two blacksmiths living in the only house in the mountain village, San Smithy. Gabora is a big man who moans pointlessly that only his partner, Zubora, can understand. Zubora claims that Gabora is as smart as all the fights and decu sticks,
but gabora appears to be able to think of things that Zubora doesn't do, but it's unclear whether this is true or not. Gabora is very insulting and rude, but he doesn't seem to care about what zubora orders. Gabora also seems to be the only person who does the work of a real blacksmith. When the Northern Mountain freezes due to
snowhead blizzards, the stove freezes and blacksmiths can't do anything. The use of hot water to thaw the stove is gabor, but Zubora ignores him and once again insults his intellect. The link is a man who melts ice into the stove and allows two men to operate the knife. Gabora was immediately ordered to make a link coffee, but later he
only works on The Link's Sword, and jubora accepts the merits of his work. During the ending credits, Gabora can be seen at the Milk Bar, indicating that he and Jubora attended the carnival of time. Main article: Honey and Darling Honey and Darling make a comeback from Ocarina of time, but this time it actually plays a role. PdA's
adorable pigeon king and queen now owns a shop in Watch Town, a honey and darling shop called. Inside the shop, honey and darlings hold each other on a pedestal in the middle of the room. They are always holding hands and looking into each other's eyes. They act brilliantly towards the link, and overall they don't treat him well. They
are video game representations of those overly unpleasant couples that everyone eventually finds. Fortunately, Link can smash your soul by earning the perfect score for each match for three consecutive days. To play, the link will tell them and you have to pay 10 rupees. On the first day, their game is spring and autumn bowling. On the
second day, it's bomb basketball, and the third is basically just archery target practice. On the first and second day, honey and darlings will reward the link with 50 rupees. If the link ends up beating out completely on the last day, they will give him a piece of mind. As the game clears up, the two will begin to doubt their happiness. But if the
link wants to upset them without having to suffer all the problems, he can come in 3 days and play archery games. Instead of targeting a link, you should target it. And Darling himself. If you hit him, they yell at him, and if you hit him too many times, cancel the game. Sometimes losing 10 rupees is worth getting rid of frustration, and honey
and Darling's house is the place to do it. Main article: Indigo Go's Indigo-Go Butt and Zora Cape is a band that takes place right away. The band consists of five members and four members. When Link found the band's guitarist Michau, he was weak and would die. The link relieves his soul and transforms him into a Zora mask, thus giving
him a Mikau identity. So if you've already purchased a Zora mask, congratulations! Now it's part of indigo go. Other members of the band are Lulu, Tizo, Evan and Zapas. Japas is a bass player with a cool surfer attitude and a craving for jam sessions. Evan leads the band, plays the keyboard, and when the link meets him, he struggles to
come up with new material. Tizo plays drums, and also shares a room with Mikau. And most importantly, Lulu is the lead singer, and the loss of her eggs and voice is a big aspect of the Great Bay conspiracy. Perhaps most surprisingly, the band managed to keep it together for a generation, but the two. The band is currently the second
incarnation of Indigo. The girl, now known as Lulu, is the daughter of Lulu. The band will be playing for the festival of time. But lulu's eggs were stolen before the link arrived in Termina. When the egg disappears, she mysteriously begins to lose her voice. The band's manager, Toto, left without a voice and traveled to Watchtown to cancel
the Time Festival. The reason for clearing the Great Bay Temple is the time festival, where lulu's voice needs to be restored and indigo-friendly time. Main article: Japas Japas is an indigo long-haired, laid-back bassist. He spends his time playing bass in Zora Cape's room. The only time he leaves the room is when the doctrine dies and
the Great Bay Temple is completed and performed with Indigo Go. The fins on his hair mimic long straight hair, adding to the rock star personality he offers. In addition, the sheet music spreads throughout the room, adding to the image. When there was zora mask on the link, Japas mistook the link to Mikau, zora guitarist who was the
source of the mask. In the impression that he is talking with his old band mate, Japas will ask JamLink. To complete a jam session with Japas, Link must find Japas's diary, where he wrote a note he expects to hear. Zoras will gather around the door to hear Link and Japas do a jam session. After the jam session is played, Japas suggests
playing for Evan. However, he will also tell The Link that Evan is too strong to allow any of the others. contribute. To get rewarded for a jam session, the link is to go to Evan's room and play the jam session. However, if there is a Zora mask on the link, Evan will not use the melody because of his stubbornness. If the link is playing it, Evan
will use the song and decide to give you a piece of mind about your problem, although all the links have copied notes that Japas has already recorded. But Zapas would have no problem, he's pretty cool. Main Article: Jim (Masof in Mayora) Jim is the leader of the Bomber Secrets Association of Justice. He is one of two members with a
distinctive bandana color, and becomes red. Jim may find himself practicing with his blowgun by attempting to pop a balloon in North Clocktown, refusing to talk to the link if the link can't pop the balloon. When the link pops the balloon into deku, Jim compliments his ability, then gives a link to the code to the Bomber's Lair if he can pass
his test. Jim calls the bombers and they play a game of hiding and seek with links. When Link finds all the kids, Jim says he did a pretty good job for Decu Scrub, and if he's a human, he can be a full member of the bomber. Still interested in joining the link, he asked another bomber but they unanimously joined Deku Scrub. Explain that
Jim once joined a non-human (skeleton child) but regretted it. He says sorry for the link, but instead gives the code to the hideout. If Link goes back in time and then becomes a human and then plays the game again, Jim does explain to him everything about the bomber, awarding him the bomber's laptop. If the link remembers the
password instead and enters the hideout without receiving the password from the luggage, the burden will come to him as he leaves the hideout. He praised him, assuming that the link should somehow figure out the code, wondering how the link got inside without taking his test for the code. Impressed by the link, he gives him a bomber's
laptop anyway and says as a full member of him, he is a replacement for a skeleton kid who has violated his rules. Then he told Tatle to go out here because he had enough problems with the skeleton child. Once the link acquires the bomber's laptop and becomes a member, he won't speak back to Jim. Main Article: Kitten Keaton is the
yellow fox creature that is the foundation of the Kitten mask. Kitten foxes stand as high as human links and have black tails floating up and down. To find a kitten fox, the link must obtain a mask inspired by the kitten itself. While wearing a kitten mask, the link can be slashed from a circular patch of moving bushes in North Clocktown, Milk
Road, and Mountain Village (spring). When all the bushes are decomposed, the leaves gather in a circle and a kitten appears. With him, his theme is played, creepy use of traditional Japanese instruments. Fox continues to quiz the link Game-related questions. Keaton rewards the link to heart pieces when the link answers three questions
correctly. When Link and Keaton finish the conversation, the kitten disappears again. Kitten foxes are based on the mythical Japanese creature Kitsune. Main article: Connecting Goron (Mallora's Mask) can guarantee that the mask of Mayora has a different character of the same name. He wants to have a warm place to sleep, just as the
link is a poor theory. He wore a backpack, hat and bow tie, and probably came to town to watch for business. Link Goro is booked at Stockport Inn and will be charged after 4pm on the first day. However, if the link is to talk to the host at the reception desk between 2pm and 4pm, Linkgoro will provide a room scheduled for the regular link.
The link tries to claim his room so when the link goro comes in at 4pm. A confused annotator would deny Linkgoro, and he would have to spend the night outside. This confusion arises from the voice pattern of the link goro, which forces him to say goro after every sentence. On the first night, Link Goro can be found sleeping in the awning
in front of the Stockport Inn (aw). If the link tells him, he will accurately predict the rain in the morning. Poor, poor, link-to-go. Main article: Mamamu Jan Mamamu Yan is an extremely passionate dog lover. Link to find her at her racetrack at the southern end of a Romanian ranch. Mamamu Yan has a lovely version of the dog racing track
with a mini schnauzer (like that in South Clocktown). However, the cuteness of the dog does not prevent Mamamu Yan from placing a bet, and the link is a gamble that can earn a piece of heart. To place a bet, The Link must physically pick up the dog he is betting on and bring him to Mamamu Jan. Then, the link can place a bet on their
choice. If the dog of the link comes in the first place, the link gets triple disallowed their bet. The second place doubles the bet, and the breakeven point from the third to fifth place. If the link can earn 150 rupees in the race, Mamamuan will be added to the bonus prize of a piece of mind. However, the best dogs are not always easy to find.
Without the mask of truth, it is almost impossible. Masks of truth, masks with the power to hear animal thoughts, are useful for gambling. When the link lifts the dog over his head while wearing a mask of truth, he will be able to hear how the dog feels. The more confident the dog was, the more likely it was to win. With this mask, Link can
always find a dog that can be placed at least one-fifth if it finds the most confident dog. Puppy Racecourse is sometimes a bit shabby, but Mamamu Jan manages to unleash the dog race as a lovely game to get a piece of heart from the rink. Main article: Man in trading post faces smiling behind shop full of half useless It is a man of
trading post who runs a shop during the day. He is a polite and polite young man. Links can be purchased from him for various items, most can be found in cutting grass, pots, etc. He came to terms with a limited selection of shops and even admitted it to the link at the time. Before the link interacts with him he can find constantly
scratching his back, cursed by impossible itching. The deal post-men operates from 6am to 9pm, and is then covered by part-time staff. Men in trading posts react differently to what mask links they are wearing, such as deformation masks or regular masks. In most cases, he will complement the look of the link. On the other hand, the look
of the trading post man is strangely familiar to the owner of the curious shop. Even the same sound bytes are used in his voice. But this is never proven and is to keep it open for interpretation. It is another mystery from the game chock full of the unknown. Main article: The Moon Children's Game Marora's Mask makes an unexpectedly
quiet turn after the link gets sucked into the moon. The interior of the moon is a peaceful meadow, and children revolve around trees. These children are children of the moon, or children of the moon, they are naïve and playful children and have dark undertones. Save one, each month's kids will find wearing masks in previous boss fights.
All the kids want to play with the links, and their game of choice is Hide'n'seek. However, each person asks the link for a mask before and after the game. Giving them a mask is strictly optional, but it is a requirement to get the best mask in the game, a fierce god's mask. Each game in Hide'n'seek is played in the selected arena. Each
stadium is a challenge in its own way, and finding a child on the moon can be difficult. Each child will ask for as many masks as previously requested after it is found. For example, odol and a child ask for one mask before, and then ask for one mask. Each subsequent month (the link defeated the mask) asks for one more mask before and
one more mask. The children will all ask for 20 masks, and if all the links have not been collected, they will not be able to receive the fierce god's mask. A month's child seems to stand out from the crowd running around the tree. Sitting on a tree trunk, the masked moon child of Mayora will fly silver while the other children are playing. If the
link tells him, he will challenge the link to the fight. If the link gave 20 masks to other kids, he gave the link a fierce god's mask, saying he was playing with good guys and bad guys, and the link is bad. He teleports the link to face Mayora, and finally faces the link's greatest enemy. Main article: Mr. Batten is the owner of Latte, the only
exclusive milk bar in The Watch Town, batten and the sole employee. The latte is open every night from 10am to 6am and is only available to wearers. Identification is allowed. If the link gets a Romanian mask from Cremia, he will be able to enter, and will also be able to buy milk from Mr. Batten. Mr. Batten sells two types of milk:
Romanian milk, a chateau Romanian, which is very precious and very expensive premium milk. Romanian milk is served for two servings, each serving supplementing part of the link's health. Chateau Romania, on the other hand, offers unlimited link magic for the rest of the three-day rotation and is worth a price of 200 rupees. Mr. Batten
does not fail to please in his bar, and is actually a very kind and courteous person to the person who runs such an exclusive establishment. Main article: Mutoh Mutoh is a stubborn and gentle carpenter leader who builds towers in the South Clock town for the festival of time. Carpenters are paying attention to their missions, but Muto has
other missions. In the mayor's office, Muto insists that captain Vince and his soldiers should continue to run the carnival and schedule of time. Mutoh is the only city that doesn't sell to the fact that the moon is destined to fall, and it fights fiercely to keep the carnival on track. If the link does not address his claims with the couple's mask,
Muto will win the debate, with Madame Aroma, threatening to speak to the mayor's wife in an attempt to cancel the carnival. Last night, Muto stood in front of the completed fireworks tower and tormented the moon. He basically looks at his eyes and doesn't budging. But after Link defeated Mayora, he ironically left the city with Captain
Bischen and his soldiers. Main article: If oceanside spider house residents link to clear oceanside spider house before the end of the first night, a young man enters the entrance. If the link speaks with him, the young man will ask the link to give him a fortune, because he is looking for a place to find refuge before the moon falls. In
exchange for the house the link has just been removed, the man gives the link a huge wallet that holds 500 rupees. If the link clears the house after the first day, he will give the link a gold rupee instead. This stranger really should have cleaned the house himself if he wanted it, but the huge purse is well worth the problem with the link.
Main Article: If the Fierce Sinlink Link collects all 20 regular masks and gives them to the Children of the Moon, the link will receive a fierce God's Mask from the Children of the Marora Moon just before the final battle. In this form, The Link wields a double helix knife that requires both hands. The knife also has the ability to shoot the sword
beam, the link is given to have enough magic. It is not to explain who was a fierce god, or where the mask came from. The only information about the mask seems to be from the children of Mayora Dahl, who The confidence of the link, the source is the most unreliable. The name Oni Link comes from japanese translation. Direct
translation, fierce new links will be ogre links. However, due to cultural differences, american and British audiences are known for their rarest appearances in the game. Main article: Unlike his courteous and friendly colleagues, the part-time staff of the trade post is arrogant and self-centered idiots. After 10 pm, we will acquire a store that
has the same choice as before. Part timerist is very self-absorbed, and overall it's just enjoyable. He wants to find a girlfriend and get married and is also apparently part of the band. He is also a fan of Indigo Go and says he will go to concerts in town. While he is not working, part-time workers can be found in East Termina Field near the
Observatory, sitting in a tree trying to get some rupees from that one. He helps link in any way besides selling his goods and tapping the garbage from him. Main article: Pierre Pierre is a scarecrow wandering in search of pleasant music. He corresponds to the scarecrow's turminia of the same name, which is found in certain areas
throughout Hyrule during his adult years in Ocarina of link's childhood and time. Scarecrows can be found on the first floor of the Observatory and in trading posts in West Clock Town. When the link speaks to him, he can teach him the song the hero composes himself. This song has a total of 8 notes and cannot be a note used in songs
that are important in the quest for links. Pierre remembers the song throughout the three-day cycle, but when the link returns to the past, Pierre forgets it and the link must be taught to him once again. After you create a song to use, the link can be used to reach areas that you can't normally get. To do this, the link flies tatl and turns blue in
a specific area. The link can then play the Scarecrow song, so the Scarecrow appears where Tatl is. Link can later use his hook shots on the scarecrow and bring himself to that position. Pierre tells The Link about other ways to play a song of time to change the passage of time, unlike going back in time. By playing a song in inverted time,
which is an inverted note, Link can slow down a very useful time because it has limited time. The first three songs of the double-played song, double-time, allow the link to move on time for 12 hours. Pierre has the same effect as this version of the song of the time, and if the link decides to dance with him, it can be activated. Main article:
Professor Professor spends all his time in his laboratory off the coast of great bay. There, he has a number of experiments that keep his eyes open, focusing on the marine ecosystems of the Great Bay as a whole. He also One of his main concerns is to recover Lulu's eggs. The link should empty all of the eggs in one of his reserve tanks,
and it remains to the researchers to figure out his disease. After collecting all 7, these eggs are hatched and developed with Zora tadpole. This tadpole floats at a certain depth to give the employee the look of the sheet music. Researchers are surprised by this development, and it asks what links it can possibly mean. There's not much to
describe the researcher, and it doesn't explain just that he's a crazy old man who really cares about water and is interested in living in it. Main article: Receptionist is a young, green-haired woman with freckles found in the mayor's residence in Watch Town. She stands behind a desk located between the mayor's office and the drawing
room in the lobby. She leads visitors, residents and people with promises to their offices. She can be seen at the desk for the first two days. Then, on the third day, she can't be seen behind her desk or anywhere else in Terminus. It is believed that the reason she left was to take refuge from the moon. She can't be seen anywhere else
after this. Main article: Sakhon Sakhon is a turmini response from a suspicious man running in and out of a merchant's stall at The Hairul Castle Market. His terminia form is basically the same except this time he is a little more wicked at what he steals. Portrayed as a man with a smiling face by one character, Sacon has caused some
confusion in the lives of a few Turkians; The most prominent of the bomb shop owner's mother and café; As well as bombs by the store owner and the ajusa relationship. He steals the bomb shop owner's mother's bomb bag just after midnight on the first day (successfully stealing if the link doesn't interfere) and avoids the airflow. Link can
retrieve the bomb bag again by slicing him with a knife, and he can also kill him if he causes the contents of the bag to explode by bombs, arrows, or hook shots. If the link kills Sakon, he can't get an explosive mask from his grandmother in exchange for stopping him from stealing them. Also, if The Link prevents Sakon from stealing his
bag, he cannot make a snack with the café. If Sakon successfully stole the bomb bag, he could be seen selling it to a curious shopkeeper on the second night. He tries to deal with the owner to get a high payment for the stolen bag but ended up getting 50 rupees, much less than he demanded, to lead him to believe the owner was unfair
to his price. He steals The Café's wedding mask, the Sun's mask, and Cafei (his child's form) headed to the great fairy of North Clock Town to overturn the curse. As a result, Cafei entered into his own compulsory exclusion. And until your fiance recovers the mask again. Caffey eventually follows him to find out where Sakon's lair is, but
he's the only one who knows how to open the door, so he has to wait until he returns. When Sakon returns to his hideout at 6pm on his last day, Link and Cafei hide behind a nearby rock and wait for the door to open. When the door is fully opened, the café and the link go inside, and the café recovers the mask and activates Sacon's
security system, which consists of a series of switches, doors and conveyor belts leading to the holes. Both Kafei and Link use teamwork and speed to prevent the mask from falling into the hole. If they fail, Sakon will be happy and declare that he cannot penetrate his security system. Sacon can be seen running in circles in the lower part
of the valley in the Ikana Canyon Valley. When the link speaks to him he will try to steal the link's knife by asking him to see it. After the link gives him an answer, Tattle attacks The Sakho with anger and attacks forcing him to reveal some information to the hero about the two men who live atop Ikana Canyon. Sakon doesn't appear much
except for certain side quests or scenes in the game. He doesn't appear in the ending credits, so i'm unsure what happened to him. Main article: Professor Shikashi is a friendly and wise astronomer found at the Astral Observatory, and the Turminian counterpart of an unnamed man in ocarina of time. Shikashi, known as the telescope
person of some bombers, was able to use the route leading to his observatory and hideout. The observatory itself is located in Termina Field, and the bomber entrance is located in East Clocktown. Prof. Shikashi has been interested in the moon since he was a child, and he told Link that he needed to develop his interests when he was a
child. Now he spends the day gazing at the moon with a telescope. He kept the moon's tears, a kind of moon's rock falling from the moon's snow, and he named himself. Shikashi allows the link to use the telescope. He also says that Link has much better manners than his mischievous friends on other days. Apparently referring to The
Skull Kid, he says he threatened to break Shikashi's astronomical instruments. Main Article: Swamp Shooting Gallery Manager Swamp Shooting Gallery is one of two shooting galleries in Termini. This shooting gallery is located in a huge tree swamp on the way to Woodpole Mountain in Link, run by an accented manager and is the
Turinian counterpart of the Castle town bazaar owner. In this shooting game, the target you move is different from one in the clock town, and when a particular enemy is given a certain amount of points on the link: Crazy Scrub gives him 30 points, Guais gives him 60 points, and a small decu scrub and ulpo give him 100. Links to play and
win prizes In the game, he must pay 20 rupees and cannot wear a mask because it is against the rules of the manager. The first prize he can get could be either a big trembling or a giant quiver, depending on whether he won the Big Quiber at the Watch Town Shooting Gallery. You must have a score of at least 1,500 points to receive this
award. Once he wins that score, he can try to get the perfect score to get a second prize: a piece of mind. Main article: A swamp spider house man found in a swamp spider house located in Woodfall and cursed by the inhabitants of the house, Gold Skulltulas, due to his greed. At one point he encountered a strange man who gave him a
mask of truth before entering the building, and he said that with this object, a link could find a large treasure inside the house where he found him. He left with his dog to find the treasure, but when he entered the house, he was cursed and became a skeleton tool because of greed. The only way to lift the curse is to kill 30 gold
skeletontulas roaming deep inside. The man could not do this because of the curse. When the link came and entered the house, the man pleaded with the young hero to help him return the curse himself. At the man's request, Link went further home and diligently found the gold scultulas inside. When he conquered all 30 of them, the
curse disappeared and revived the man as his true form. When The Link returned after his victory over the spider, the man rewarded Him with a mask of truth given to him by a mysterious man. The link can be used to see the thoughts of animals, the stones scattered in the Thumina and Gossip Stones. When using masks on men's dogs,
the link finds that a man's eyes are always filled with greed. Main article: Swamp Tourist Center Guide Swamp Tourist Center Guide is the person who runs the building found at the beginning of woodpole's swamp. He shares certain physical characteristics, but also makes some differences, is found outside the swamp with a swamp
shooting gallery manager. The physical difference between the two is that the guide does not have a whisker that starts directly under the sideburns or lips. He has glasses or goggles that cover his eyes and what appears to be a hat on his head. Finally, he puts a ring on two ring fingers. The guide runs a picture contest and asks if he has
a picture he'd show him when he first met the link. If he realizes that the link doesn't have a picture and doesn't know what he's talking about, he gets a box of cume pictographs and directs him to the other side of the building for a boat cruise to officially take part in a painting contest (this can only happen if Kume gets help from a
mysterious forest). The link can get a piece of heart from this. If he gives the guide a picture of Decu Wang or Tingle. When the link gives him a picture of Tingle, he finds out that he is the son of a guide and believes that he is ashamed of his son's obsession with fairies and that it is because he is ruining him so much when he was a child.
Main article: On any day a swordsman, Link can make his way to the West Clock Town to meet the swordsman. The swordsman says that he is a brave warrior and not even afraid of the moon. He has a strict attitude and can be difficult at the link. He sits on a small stage with his legs crossed and awaits worthy customers. He offers two
types of training: a beginner's training course for one rupee, and an expert course for 10 rupees. The beginner course introduces links to general sword controls and how to use them. On the other hand, professional courses are more difficult. During the course, 10 logs come out of the floor. The link can destroy them anyway he wants, but
to get the perfect score 30, the link must use the attack to jump to 10 of them all. If the link gets the perfect score, the swordsman will recognize the link as a master and give him a piece of mind. Last night, Link found the swordsman in his shop, crying and squatting, saying he didn't want to die. What a surprise. Text: Tayle Tattall's
younger brother and a friend of the skeleton child. He helped his sister and skeleton kid ambush link at the beginning of the game and ran away with them. When he leaves with a skeleton child, he is separated from his sister and cannot be seen again until the end of the third day. When Link and Tatle finally catch up with them from the
top of the clock tower, he quickly tells them how to defeat the Skeleton Kid and stop the moon from falling. In retaliation, the skeleton child beats him. Tael knows something is wrong with his friend, and he knows it's a mask to do the terrible things he's doing to Thermina. He is more timid and innocent than his sister, and cannot withstand
the abuse of his friends towards him. Awhile this changed a little when the link finally summoned the Four Giants to help them. He's tired of running away from everything and wants to help link to stop Mayora's mask. Tattle decides to stop him and instead go to his place. Main article: Tizo T.O. is an Indigo go drummer and roommate of
the late Mikau. Compared to other bandmates, Tizzo is the least involved in stories or special item collections. It is his knowledge that T.O. can contribute to the mission of the link. Tizo knows lulu's secrets. He says that the curse has corrupted Lulu because she has struggled in the Great Bay Temple, and that lulu is affected because of
her role as a descendant from the temple's guardians. Otherwise, Tizo practiced his drums, playing cave songs at links to the past. All Tizo says it's obvious by saying that the link would have to cancel the Great Bay Temple to restore the Great Bay. Main article: Tingle is the first incarnation and appearance of the infamous character,
Tingle is a 35-year-old man wearing strange, dancing, link and vaguely green stockings. He is obsessed with fairies, traits that have made a wish by his father, the Swamp Tourist Center guide, who tells him to act at his age (Tingle is not interested in work, but nevertheless sells maps to help him). He can be found floating in the sky with
balloons in many areas of Termina, the link can pop balloons to bring him falling to the ground. When Link talks to him, Tingle asks him if he's a forest fairy. When the link says yes, Tingle claims that he is a fairy reincarnation and says he is the same as himself. Even at the age of 35, he says he hasn't brought a fairy yet, and he's lucky to
have a fairy and should be a friend. Tingle agrees to sell cheap link maps as a sign of friendship, offering the cheapest prices on the map of the area you're talking to. Tingle's magical words (he made himself) Tingle, Tingle! Kulu-Limpa!, he seems to be able to import his balloons once again. If the link speaks to Tingle again in different
forms or while wearing a different mask than the one he met, he will only recognize the link because of his fairy and realize that his appearance is due to magic. At the end of the match, Tingle can be seen throwing confetti at The Snack and Cafe's wedding. Main article: Town Shooting Gallery Manager He is a Turminian opponent of The
Hairul Castle Town Shooting Gallery Manager. His shooting gallery is located in East Clocktown near the South Clocktown exit. If the link wants a mini-game, he will have to pay a fee of 20 rupees. The rule about gameplay is that he has to paint the red octopus giving him points on his score. He should not hit the blue octopus or they will
take time from the limited amount he has. When The Link beats a high score of 39, the manager gives him a bigger trembling to hold more arrows. After scoring 50 points in the game, the coach will reward him for the heart piece. The text sits in a treasure chest-shaped building in East Clock Town with a treasure chest shop manager
(masked in Mayora) and a glorious award can be awarded from the inside. The manager who runs the shop is a purple-haired lover who can be seen running away from work. The objective of her game is to get to the treasure chest as soon as possible. At first glance, it seems pretty easy, there is nothing standing between you and your
breasts. However, some of the blocks on the floor go up and block the path of the link to the treasure. The link must navigate this block to find one that will not rise to get the treasure. Treasures will be different for each form. Goron, or Zora, with what she charged for the link. The only person who is worth paying is the Goron link, it is 30
rupees, the reward is a piece of mind. Main Article: Twin Juggler Twin Juggler is part of Gorman's Celebrity Troupe. They are light comedians who have some problems in Terminia and can punate it. The juggler is always found in The East Clock Town, juggling honey and darling shops and outside the Stockport Inn, and spending the
night in the rooms on the top floor. They say it's their job to be optimistic and positive, while others are afraid of the coming apocalypse. Their jokes range from falling months to the kidnapping of Princess Deku. The Twin Juggler is the only performer in Gorman's troupe without entering the bomber's laptop, and there's nothing to get from
them, except for lame puns with links. The twin juggernauts left town before the last day, and could not be found later. Main Article: Jubora Zubora is a sharp blacksmith in Mountain Village. Jubora doesn't actually do physical labor, but he does talk and work. He is the kind of person who offers link coffee, and never comes along. He has a
brain in his relationship with Gabora, loud, incomprehensible, but a huge blacksmith. Jubora can temporarily and permanently improve the sword of the link. For 100 rupees, The Link can give Jubora a knife overnight and is expected to receive a razor sword the next day. Razor knives can double the damage of links, but only 100 hits.
After that, the knife returns to The Koki knife, his offensive power returns to normal. Link requires a Gold dust bottle to permanently upgrade this knife. After The Link defeated Goth and spring returned to the Snowhead area, The Link can beat this gold dust by taking first place in the Goron race. If the link provides gold dust with a razor
sword, zubora again agrees to forge the knife back, this time for free (Jubora keeps some of the gold dust for yourself). The next morning, the link can be returned for a gold leaf knife, a knife worth the problem. Zubora is only for business, but the upgrade that the link can get from him is very important. ↑ It's only been a short time, but I
feel like I've known you forever. — Zelda, M. Marora.↑ We'll never forget the day we spent together in Hairul... — Zelda, Masofa marjoram.↑ The Goddess of Time is protecting you. If you play a song of the time, she will help you ... — Zelda, Mallora's mask. Mask.
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